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AbstractVideo recommendation systems in e-learning platforms are a specific type of recommendation system that
uses algorithms to suggest educational videos to students based on their interests and preferences. Student’s written
feedback or reviews can provide more details about the educational video, including its strengths and weaknesses. In
this paper, we build an education video recommender system based on learners’ reviews. we use LDA topic model
on textual data extracted from educational videos to train language models as an input to supervised CNN model.
Additionally, we used latent factor model to extract the educational videos’ features and learner preferences from
learners’ historical data (ratings and reviews) as an output CNN model. In our proposed technique, we use hybrid
user ratings and reviews to tackle sparsity and cold start problem in the recommender system. Our recommender uses
user review to suggest new recommended videos, but in case there is no review (empty cell in matrix factorization)
or unclear comment then we will take user rating on that educational video. We worked on real-world big and
diverse learning courses and video content datasets from Coursera. Results show that new prediction ratings from
learners’ reviews can be used to make good new recommendations about videos that have not been previously seen
and reduce cold start and sparsity problem effects.
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1 Introduction

Online learning platforms are learning methods that use
modern technologies like the Internet which allow offering
courses to students anytime from anywhere and interact with
students efficiently and straightforwardly. To keep up with
the rapid development of educational institutions worldwide,
e-learning has joined the essential requirements of the edu-
cational process Hazar et al. [2019], Legrand et al. [2019].
Among the most often-used machine learning applications
on modern websites and platforms is recommendation sys-
tems. Due to the rapid growth of e-commerce, personal rec-
ommendations to customers are necessary for an e-store to
stand out. Recommendation systems have constituted the
foundation of online services like Spotify, Netflix, YouTube,
and Amazon.com Ricci et al. [2021]. The recommender sys-
tem (RS) is a new big data technology. Recommendations
in the form of user-friendly guidance help students succeed
in an online learning environment. Many of the recommen-
dation system’s strategies use both collaborative and content-
based filtering. Both of thesemethodsmay be used for online
learning, and additional methods like hybrid, information-
based, and so forth Afoudi et al. [2021], Kulkarni et al.
[2020]. The educational system is improving with the aid
of the Internet and e-learning. The video material helps
the user learn easily or to teach quickly. Therefore, a rec-
ommendation system with user reviews or ratings based on
video material in the e-learning platform can accomplish this

task effectively Ali et al. [2022]. The rise in online video
consumption has led to a new problem: information over-
load. This required developing an automatic video recom-
mendation system to provide learners with relevant videos
that match their requirements Dias et al. [2021]. As a result,
many academic and commercial institutions have focused on
developing video RSs. YouTube, Yahoo! Video, and Bing
Videos are commercial sites that use deferent information for-
mats to build their RSs, frequently relying on textual video
data and registered user profiles. Generally, good video RSs
should be built on analysing users’ interests based on their
usage history or profilesYassine et al. [2021]. Since 2020
(during the COVID-19 epidemic), more people have signed
up for popular online learning platforms, including Cours-
era1, Khan Academy2, lecture video channels on YouTube3,
and various university platforms like Stanford andMITChen
et al. [2022],Slimi et al. [2020]. In this research, we used in-
formation from user reviews and comments to address one
of the problems RSs frequently experience. RSs use a single
discrete scale to model customers’ thoughts about an item,
which is not entirely accurate for expressing the user’s pref-
erences. In section 2 we give a background about all subjects
used in this article, section 3 is a related work, section 4 ex-
plain the proposed approach, section 5 simulation setting, ex-
periments and results presented in section 7 and section 7.4
is a rating hybridization of our model.
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2 Background

2.1 Video Recommendation Systems on an E-
learning Platform

User can recommended videos using a video recommenda-
tion engine that analyzes videos they have seen or are cur-
rently watching. Besides saving customers from having to
browse through many movies to find their favourites, this
technique increases network traffic and user stickiness on
video websites. The most crucial component of a video
recommendation system is the video recommendation algo-
rithm, which primarily comprises two filtering types: collab-
orative and content-based Xiao et al. [2018], Kundu et al.
[2021]. In handling information overload, recommendation
systems have proven successful. the exponential growth of
data and material that is available online. Every day, billions
of web pages, social media postings, videos, photos, and
other digital content are created and shared on the Internet,
making it an enormous reservoir of information.. Users were
frequently presented with abundant products and e-learning
resources. Therefore, personalization is a key tactic for en-
hancing the user experience. These systems have proven es-
sential in different web domains, including e-learning web-
sites El Moustamid et al. [2017], Tolety and Prasad [2022].
Aided by the Internet and e-learning, the educational sys-
tem has improved. So the video material helps whether stu-
dent to learn the subject easily or the teachers to teach the
subject easily. Therefore, the recommendation system with
user reviews or user ratings based on the video material on
the e-learning platform can accomplish this task effectively
Phongsatha and Cleesuntorn [2017], Wong et al. [2022].

2.2 Recommendation System-based User Rat-
ing

El Mabrouk et al. El Mabrouk et al. [2017] proposed a hy-
brid intelligent recommendation system for e-learning sys-
tems based on data mining. The recommendation system’s
objective is to direct users of e-learning platforms toward
the most important content. Making material easier to ob-
tain helps people develop their centre of interest. The system
consists of four module, the first module is for implicit and
explicit data collecting. The second module is used to pro-
cess the data gathered and construct the learner profile, user
categorization, and content classification. The fourth mod-
ule creates log files and user history data for use in the forth-
coming recommendation processes, while the third module
generates recommendations based on the suggested model.

2.3 Recommendation System–Based User Re-
views

Islek and oguducu Islek and Oguducu [2022] recommen-
dation systems regarded as essential elements of the e-
commerce industry owing to their direct financial influence.
Items considered relevant to the client discovered by utiliz-
ing their prior activities. These items were presented appeal-
ingly, thanks to recommendation algorithms. By considering
consumers’ most recent purchase history, Islek and Oguducu

described the architecture of the recommendation system.
They also suggested a hierarchical item recommendation sys-
tem for the e-commerce industry. Two layers comprise the
suggested hierarchical structure. The recommendation level
is the second level of the first level of the recommendation
system, which has three phases. In this system, the input
to the recommendation model was enhanced using cutting-
edge embedded learning techniques. Creating a document
for each item based on its text is the first level’s first stage.
Several text-preprocessing procedures were performed on
these documents in this level’s second phase. Each item doc-
ument is transformed into a fixed length-embedding vector in
the third stage, item embedding construction. In the second
level of the suggested hierarchical system, the last compo-
nent is a self-attentive sequential recommendation model. In-
stead of an item id, each item at this level of the self-attentive
network was represented by a fixed-length embedding vec-
tor. They use the textual data associated with each item to
produce a document for each in the first phase of the hierar-
chical system’s first level. Every e-commerce platform has
an item detail page to provide comprehensive information.
Typically, this page includes pictures of the item and some
text, like the title, description, and reviews. A buyer views
an item’s detail page to decide whether to buy it.

3 Related Work
Murad et al. Murad et al. [2018] examined the RS papers
produced by academics in the domains of computer science,
information systems, and information technology. The data
mining, sentiment analysis, learning analytics, and applica-
tion RS on large data is the study that discovered problems
in RS domain research. Herath and Jayaratne Herath and Ja-
yaratne [2017] suggested that we must motivate e-learners to
actively engage in an e-learning environment to improve edu-
cation. This system uses webmining techniques, particularly
web usage mining, to identify the navigational preferences
of e-learners and web content mining to find pertinent online
materials. The subsequent parts of the web mining process
include data cleaning, integration, transformation, and pat-
tern recognition. The first step is data purification, a part of
pre-processing. The server’s access logs should be cleaned
up in this phase to remove unnecessary and duplicated ref-
erences. Data integration is the subsequent phase. This is
because not all of the information from web mining can be
found in the server’s access logs. Different e-learners must
be linked to their sessions or transactions, online content data,
profiles, results data, assigned task data, and other relevant
data stored in the database throughout this stage. Thakker et
al.Thakker et al. [2021] presented in the research movie rec-
ommender systems. Websites must provide individualized
services to each user to increase customer happiness and the
quality of the customer’s time engagement when a user has
a wide range of service options. Users are often known for
being unable to choose; thus, when several options are avail-
able, they choose nothing or choose poorly. According to
a poll, a typical Netflix or other movie-streaming customer
loses interest after 60 to 90 seconds of perusing up to 20 films.
If this occurs, it generates consumer unhappiness, ultimately
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causing the loss of the client. Therefore, it is crucial to cre-
ate an effective recommender system that greatly aids users
in making decisions. These systems have been created utiliz-
ing unique methods, and applying such approaches has gen-
erally helped e-portals grow their companies. Suggestions
made by the site increase the likelihood that users will believe
them. They showed the user interfaces of two widely used
streaming services—Netflix and Amazon Prime Video—and
how they present the outcomes of suggestions made specif-
ically for the user. Kim et al.Kim et al. [2021] suggested a
technique for producing a new suggestion candidate for users
by using a learning model that anticipates ratings across sev-
eral categories and total ratings from reviews. Through word
embedding in the user review data, CNN-BiLSTM was used
to predict the user’s rating for each criterion, and a linear
regression model was used to predict the user’s total rating.
We determined and applied the user and item priority of the
criteria during this step. The weights taken from the linear
regression model are used for the user’s priority of criteria,
while the average value is generated by averaging the ratings
for each criterion based on the item used for the item’s pri-
ority of criteria. The anticipated overall rating of the user’s
item was then synthesized to create a recommendation candi-
date. Using the Tripadvisor dataset, the suggested approach
was applied to the user’s hotel suggestions. The experiment
verified the suggested model’s excellent performance.

4 Proposed Approach
We proposed a recommender system based on the educa-
tional videos’ content and learner reviews to satisfy what
students actually need to learn. Our model builds on a com-
bined content-based recommendation system and convolu-
tional neural network (CNN) that runs on three levels, as il-
lustrated in figure 1.

Figure 1. Model of Educational video recommendation system

Level one in figure 1 on the left line is an input of a CNN
training model. We used a language model of educational

videos after preprocessing phrase of source videos. Where
the right line is an output of the CNN training model, we use
the latent factor model (LFM) for learners’ historical data.
Learners’ reviews of educational videos were used as train-
ing data for LFM. At this level, wemade a preprocessing step
to formulate the CNN model’s input and output data. Level
two is a training level at which all CNN parameters will be
trained by the input and output data. Level 3 is the recom-
mendation level. At this level, a new educational video will
be recommended.

4.1 Preprocessing

To build a language model (input of the CNN model), we
must train it on textual data. Thus, we preprocessed source
educational videos to convert them to text data. The first step
was extracting audio from educational videos; second, we ex-
ploited Google’s API to extract textual data from audio, keep-
ing track of the original contents. This transformation was
done automatically by speech-to-text operation (see figure 2.
API borrowed from Google had an audio length limitation,
which was a challenge for our model, so we fixed it with our
source code, breaking down long audio sequences into small
junk. Then, we combined text from all junk belonging to the
same source video. This process keeps the original content
of the source video stable, as we proved in section 7.1.1.

Figure 2. Model of Educational video recommendation system

4.2 CNN Model

The language model will provide the input training data for
the CNN model. We used a language model on textual data
extracted from the source video. LFM will be the output of
CNN, trained from learners’ histories represented by free text
reviews on educational videos. The user can express their
opinion and preference by writing data more than numerical
data (rating data), which abbreviates what he thinks in one
number. For instance, a user may rate a particular item highly
but have a negative opinion on a small part of the video, like
the teacher’s teaching style. Those details would be invisible
for numerical data but are very important, especially for the
RS. The CNN model built on four layers: The first layer is a
convolutional layer with multiple feature maps. The second
layer is a pooling layer, and in this layer, we apply a max-
pooling function to reduce diminution. The third layer is a
convolutional layer, and the last layer is a fully connected
layer. Figure 3 shows the CNN model.
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Figure 3. CNN model

4.2.1 Language Model

A statistical model that predicts the probability distribution
of word sequences in a given language is known as a lan-
guage model. It is trained on a huge text corpus and utilized
in natural language processing applications such as speech
recognition, machine translation, and text synthesis. A lan-
guage model’s purpose is to predict the likelihood of a spe-
cific sequence of words happening in the language based on
the probability distribution ofwords observed in training data
Wei et al. [2023]. The language model was used to justify
the input of CNN. LDA or Latent Dirichlet Allocation is a
probabilistic topic modeling technique for discovering hid-
den topics in the text documents. It is assume that each docu-
ment is a collection of different topics, and that each topic is
a distribution over a set of words. The system estimates the
probability distributions of topics and words to infer the la-
tent topic structure of the corpus, and then assigns each word
in each document to a specific topic based on these probabili-
ties. The topic model that emerges can be applied to applica-
tions such as document classification, information retrieval,
and recommendation systems. Because LDA enables us to
acquire a topic from each educational video, we can use its
output as a feature vector for educational videos to configure
items according to a content-based recommendation system.
After we convert the source video to its textual data, each
video represented by a document. A document contains la-
tent topics. Every single topic represented by a probabilistic
distribution of words. LDA assists with extracting topics re-
lated to that document; it scans the document and discovers
the statistics of the words, then represents those words as a
probability of topics Ayadi et al. [2014]. Figure 4 shows the
educational video recommendation model.

4.2.2 Latent factor model (LFM)

LFM use to justify the output of the CNN model. LFM ex-
tracts the educational videos’ features and learner preference
from historical data; these data represented in two matrices:
U refers to user preference, and V refers to features of edu-
cational videos. With LFM, we can predict the user rating
on any educational video based on some indirect factors and
detect the learners’ interests. Figure 5 shows LFM for ed-
ucational videos and learners’ reviews. Tradition LFM re-
duces solution space by L2-norm regularization. That cased
in over-smoothing problem. Thus, in our propped model, we
use LFM by L1-norm regularization to indicate educational
resource features and learners’ preferences. Matrix factoriza-
tion modified according to equation 1 below

j(U, V ) =
∑

ij

(Ui∗. −V∗j −rij)2 +λ1|U |1 +λ2|V |1,22 (1)

Figure 4. Educational video recommendation model

Figure 5. Process of the Latent factor model (LFM)

j(U,V) is the fidelity part, and the rest of equation 1 is the
regularization part.
U: It is a matrix of relations between learners and latent
factors.
V: It is a matrix of relations between educational videos and
latent factors.
rij: It is a rating given by learner i on educational video j.
λ1,λ2: are the regularization parameters to balance the
fidelity and regularization parts.

As we mentioned previously, we applied these computa-
tions on non-empty cells in the matrix

to minimize the non-convex function in the equation,
cross-validation and a grid search were used to optimize pa-
rameters. A cross-validation procedure runs for the proposed
recommendation algorithm, and then the LFM model cap-
tures the mathematical framework.
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5 Simulation Setting
We run our proposed model on the configuration of Python
3.8.8 on the Anaconda environment and with a spider. A
personal computer had the following description: HP Elite
x2 1012 G1, Processor: Intel(R) Core(TM) m7-6Y75 CPU
@1.20GHz 1.51 GHz, Installed RAM: 8.00 GB (7.88 GB us-
able). The system type is a 64-bit operating system with an
x64-based processor. For further video processing and sav-
ing, we need to rent a server (GPU DEDICATED SERVER)
from interserver.net1 Company with the following descrip-
tion in figure 6.

Figure 6. GPU server configuration

6 Dataset
We worked on the same dataset in the previous two versions
of this article, Hazar et al. [2022a], Hazar et al. [2022b],
which were from the Coursera platform; the data size was
1.45 million comments and reviews written by learners on
educational videos . The data are described in table 1. part
1 contains all data about 622 learning courses, while part 2
contains all data on 1.45 million learner scorings and com-
ments.
For testing purposes, we reduced the data size and selected

three courses from the dataset. Those three courses contain
178 educational videos, 198856 learners’ comments, and the
same number of learner ratings from 1 to 5 stars on source
videos. The three courses used can be accessed via the Cours-
era platform as follows:

1. machine-learning course from Stanford Univer-
sity URL: https://www.coursera.org/learn/
machine-learning

2. python-data from University of Michigan URL: https:
//www.coursera.org/learn/python-data

3. e-learning from University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign URL:https://www.coursera.org/
learn/elearning

These courses have been chosen for many reasons, such as
the courses’ experts, authority and quality of spoken English.

1https://www.interserver.net/

Table 1. Disruption of dataset
Course Description

Variable Class Description
Name Character Course Name
Institution Character Reviewer Name
course_url Character Course URL
course_id Character Course ID

Student Review Description
variable Class description
reviews character course review

reviewers character the name of reviewer
who wrote the review

date_
reviews date date the review was posted

rating integer the rating score given to the
course by the reviewer

course_id character course ID

All data used to train and test our proposed model were saved
in two CSV files. The first file contains learner reviews
(198856 reviews) and their original ratings (from 1 to 5 stars)
on the 178 educational videos in the three selected courses as
shown in table2. The second file contains details and infor-
mation related to the educational course.

Table 2. CSV File of Learners’ Reviews and Ratings

reviews reviewers date_
reviews rating course_id

Dr. Chuck is the best mentor I’ve
ever been taught by. This course
helped me a lot and surely will
help me afterwards also <3 thank
you COURSERA

By
Dhiraj J 28-May-20 5 python-data

7 Experiments and Results

7.1 Prepressing

In this initial step, educational videos are converted to tex-
tual data, as mentioned in section 4.1, figure 2, by a sequence
of converting operations: video to audio, then audio to text
by speech-to-text Google API. To deal with API restrictions
on the audio length, we divide long audio into small chunks
based on the lengths of the teacher’s silences in the video,
creating split points when a speaking person stops for five
seconds. After that, all split texts for the specific video col-
lected into one document representing all textual data of that
video without any information loss. That needs to be ap-
proved; hence, we compare the final collected text file result-
ing from this step with the transcript text file provided by the
Coursera site on the web page below each video. As an ex-
ample, figure 8 shows the converted text, and figure 7 shows
the original text from the Coursera site for the educational
video titled “Lists” from the “python-data” course accessed
by the link https://www.coursera.org/learn/python-
data/lecture/ss3cl/8-1-lists on 8 April 2023.

https://www.coursera.org/learn/machine-learning
https://www.coursera.org/learn/machine-learning
https://www.coursera.org/learn/python-data
https://www.coursera.org/learn/python-data
https://www.coursera.org/learn/elearning
https://www.coursera.org/learn/elearning
https://www.interserver.net/
https://www.coursera.org/learn/python-data/lecture/ss3cl/8-1-lists
https://www.coursera.org/learn/python-data/lecture/ss3cl/8-1-lists
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Figure 7. video and transcript text file on Coursera website

Figure 8. Converted text file

7.1.1 Originality Source Data Evaluation

In this experiment, we try to prove that our source input
data preprocessing preserves information originality and ac-
curacy. Therefore, we calculate the distance (similarity) be-
tween textual data after the conversion process and the orig-
inal transcript text provided by Coursera below every educa-
tional video in the dataset. We apply two strategies of sim-
ilarity. First, we use the Python and Cython-written natural
language processing module SpaCy library. Researchers in
Treude et al. [2015] demonstrated that the SpaCy library is
significantly faster than many other libraries. Then, we have
included cosine similarity because it is a simple, reliable sim-
ilarity metric used with the TF/IDF weighting scheme Mah-
moud and Zrigui [2021]. Since the videos in our dataset for
the three courses differ in size, length, and type of material
(science, math, etc.), we calculate the similarity of different
video samples from the source dataset.. Since the data set is
so large, table 3 show only a very small sample for documen-
tation purposes, which is used for result display and discus-
sion.
In figure 9, we use the same small sample as table 3 to ex-

plain and present the results because the dataset is too large
to exhibit here. Figure 9 illustrates the great similarity be-
tween the two texts; some brief especially non-mathematical
videoshas a similarity index of 100%. Therefore, we can ob-
serve the following: 1- In all 10 shown educational videos,
spacy is a built-in module in the version of Python that
we used to create our model. There is no information loss
throughout the computation process, and as a result, spacy
provides higher similarity than cosine. 2- Some videos per-
formed more similarly than others in both metrics, fully
driven by the video’s content. Where the videos contain a lot
of mathematical information, this kind of information not al-
ways completely converted to text 100%. since, for instance,
symbols may be translated into words or formulas translated

Table 3. Details about small sample of educational videos from
dataset
Video
ID Title Length

(min.)
Size
(MB)

Course
ID

Vd. 1 Manipulating Lists 9:13 12.6 Python-ata
Vd. 2 Processing Files 11:42 40.0 Python-ata
Vd. 3 Counting with Dictionaries 11:52 14.7 Python-ata
Vd. 4 Tuples 17 20.0 Python-ata

Vd. 5
Active Knowledge Making,
Part 2C: Memory Work
in Learning

5:13 8.67 e-learning

Vd. 6
Recursive Feedback, Part 4B:
Summative Assessment vs
Formative Assessment

10:38 16.2 e-learning

Vd. 7
Metacognition, Part 6B:
Metacognition in
e-Learning Ecologies

11:40 17 e-learning

Vd. 8 Applications of
Machine Learning 4:28 9.51 Machine

-learning

Vd. 9 Gradient Descent for
Multiple Linear Regression 7:45 7.23 Machine

-learning

Vd.10 Logistic Regression 9:48 8.60 Machine
-learning

into sentences. Since all evaluated videos had an index of
similarity greater than 95%, the overall result appears satis-
factory.

Figure 9. Similarity measurement

7.2 Leaner historical data preparing
User historical ratings are a common basic input source for a
recommendation system. These data are numerical, which
seems restricted in expressing user opinions and interests.
Therefore, free text written by the user will be good data
to extract his/her preference to build an accurate RS. This
is why we build our educational video recommendation sys-
tem based on learners’ reviews through sentiment analysis
of their opinion to extract preferences from all information
in written text comments on learning resources to match
their learning needs. In this study, we develop our learner
comment-based RS model for a variety of reasons Zhang
et al. [2015] that are briefly discussed in the following items:

1. We can use learners’ comments and reviews to deal with
sparsity issues, where text comments offer helpful in-
formation in the absence of a rating that can be used to
predict a rating.

2. Free review text is a good choice to fix cold-start prob-
lems by providing all necessary information about new
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items or new users.
3. Learners’ reviews are the best choice for dense data

problems, causing it to deliver more features to make an
accurate recommendation system performance by guar-
anteeing high-quality ratings in case of conflict between
ratings and comments of the same user on the same
source; for example, user x rates item y 5 stars incor-
rectly, and the same user x on the same item y writes a
very negative comment.

4. User reviews powered in fine-grained sentiment can
help in extracting more features about a single item that
will be very flexible to personalized use/item models.

We use sentiment analysis to classify user comments as posi-
tive, natural, and negative. For this purpose, we apply natural
language processing tools. VADER (Valence Aware Dictio-
nary for Sentiment Reasoning) is one of the most suitable
sentiment analyzers Hutto and Gilbert [2014]. VADER is
a lexicon employed to make a sentiment analysis of textual
data in different domains, such as social media, education,
and news. It is a rule-based sentiment analysis tool.

7.2.1 Review Sentiment Analysis

We analyze a sample of 198,856 negative and positive learn-
ers’ reviews on 178 educational videos from three different
courses. This sample is handpick from the bigger real-world
dataset of 1.45 million reviews on 622 courses presented by
the Coursera online platform. The NLP toolkit of sentiment
analyzer VADER is use to classify and score the reviews
based on English adjectives in learner comments. Addition-
ally, VADER’s lexicon allows qualitative analysis that can
strongly detect all characteristics and proprieties of text re-
view that influence how strongly the text’s sentiment is per-
ceive. Then we have five syntactical and grammatical heuris-
tics that can modify and change the intensity of review sen-
timents as well, exemplified and highlighted in red in table4.
These heuristics take into account term relationships that are
sensitive to word order. The five heuristics listed are as fol-
lows:

1. Exclamation point (!) punctuation, which keeps se-
mantic orientation stable but increases the intensity
score. For example, the learner comment “this course
is good!!” will be a more intense comment than “this
course is good”.

2. Full capitalization, or ALL CAPS, which also keeps
semantic orientation stable and will highlight the sen-
timent of the relevant term. That increases the inten-
sity score of the sentiment. For example, “this course
is GOOD” will be more intense than the comment “this
course is good”.

3. Adverb degree. Some words intensify the sentiment in-
tensity or reduce intensity. For example, the comment
”this course is extremely good” will be more intense
than ”this course is good.”

4. ”But” conjunction, which affects shifting sentiment
scoring; the text that comes after ”but” will be the main
learner opinion. In this case, the comment contained
a mixed sentiment, such as ”lecture is great, but need

more explanation,” and the second part of the comment
identified the sentiment polarity.

5. Most words can influence sentiment polarity, and
flipped text scoring is a negation ”not”. For example,
consider the comment ”This course is not good.”

7.2.2 Rule-Based Sentiment Analysis

A rule-based sentiment analysis or sentiment lexicon consists
of a set of rules called a lexicon which can classify words as
negative, positive, and natural according to intensity Pandey
[2018]. To apply a rule-based sentiment analysis, we need to
perform the following steps on learners’ text reviews:

• Data extraction.
• Text tokenization, splitting text into separate words.
• It removed stop words, such as ”a”, ”an”, ”the”, ”they”,
etc., that were not used in the sentiment analysis.

• Some of the punctuation not used in the sentiment anal-
ysis should be removed.

• Text preprocessing based on sentiment lexicon to detect
the polarity of emotion.

Manual Example: For more explanation and clarification,
let us take the learner’s comment, ”This course is good,”
to apply the previous rule-based sentiment analysis steps as
shown in figure 10.

Figure 10. Rule-based sentiment analysis

7.3 Rating Prediction
Sentiment polarity was employed to rate the learner’s com-
ment. The text review already had been classified by the
VADER lexicon as positive, negative, or natural. To detect
the polarity sentiment in an individual review, a compound
value was used. We used (1) as a threshold of compound
value to classify learners’ comments where:

• If the compound value > 0.001, then the sentiment was
positive, and polarity = 1.

• If the compound value > -0.001 and < 0.001, then the
sentiment was natural, and polarity = 0.

• If the compound value< -0.001, then the sentiment was
negative, and polarity = -1.

Table 5 shows the CSV file’s details resulting from text re-
view classification and rating.
VADER lexicon scores are between +4 and -4, where +4 is

a very positive sentiment and -4 is a very negative sentiment.
In our proposed framework, we put polarity between +1 and
-1. For normalization and comparative purposes, we need
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Table 4. Syntactical and Grammatical Heuristics of Sentiment Analysis

Review Reviewer
Name

Date of
Review Rating Course URL of Review

Access Webpage
Happy to learn and
feeling motivated to
explore more!!

By
Charu A 11-Jul-2020 5 python-data

https://www.coursera.org/learn
/python-data/reviews?
star=5&page=93

GREAT COURSE,
very detail
and great discussion board

By
Gary C 2-Oct-2018 5 python-data

https://www.coursera.org/
learn/python-data/reviews?
completers=true&sort=
helpful&
star=5&page=252

Though-provoking
and extremely
useful to anyone working
in education!

By
Athina 30-Dec-020 5 e-learning https://www.coursera.org/learn

/elearning/reviews?star=5&page=3

not useful By Dr S 18-Apr-20 1 e-learning https://www.coursera.org/learn
/elearning/reviews?page=1&star=1

Lacks coding , but its
very nice in terms of theory

By
Francisco S 30-Sep-2022 3 machine-

learning

https://www.coursera.org/learn
/machine-learning/
reviews?star=4&page=3

Table 5. Header information of CSV file from new rating prediction
Text
review

Reviewer
name

Review
date

User
rating

Course
ID

Sentiment
type

Predicted
rating

Learner
text review

Name of learner who
wrote the comment

Date of
comment

Original
rating

Title of
the course

Positive,

negative,
or natural

New
rating

to formulate scoring fraction values between +1 and -1 to
integer numbers from 1 to 5, as shown in figure 11. This
value will represent a new rating protected from text-review
sentiment analysis.

Figure 11. Vader compound value formulation

7.4 Rating Hybridization

Cold starts are among the most challenging aspects of any
recommender system. Hence, in our proposed model, we try
to solve it or at least reduce its effects on recommender sys-
tem performance. We use a hybrid approach incorporating
users’ historical data: rating and text review data. From text
review data, we predict a new matrix rating. As previously
mentioned, we analyzed learners’ reviews by sentiment
lexicon to predict the user’s new matrix rating. However,
not all users will comment on educational videos, which
means if a user rates an educational video, they are not
necessarily giving feedback; they may have provided a blank
or non-readable comment that yields nothing or a wrong
rating prediction. Thus, we will have empty cells in the new
predicted matrix. In the original matrix, we also have empty
cells and maybe the wrong rating value. For this reason,

we make a hybrid matrix factorization of the original and
predicted ratings in case one of these reasons happen. In the
new prediction rating, we will substitute it with the original
rating in an equivalent cell in the hybrid matrix; otherwise,
we will keep using the new rating. In table 3, we present
different samples of the source datasets pre-described in
section 6. Samples were selected to clarify the deference
and accuracy between the original and predicted ratings.
We carefully chose rating pairs with a high deference rating
in the resulting matrix. In examining table 6, we see four
deferent cases of rating degradation between the user and
new predicted ratings that are fixed in the new proposed
model; all four cases will be discussed in section 8. For
more research reliability and transparency, figure 12 and
figure 13 presented a real sample of learner reviews, and
feedback in table 6 was captured directly from the Coursera
site. In figure 12, we captured the user comment in row

Figure 12. captured real sample of learner comment and feedback on E-
learning course

14 of table 6, ”Interesting overview.” This was accessed
through the link ’https://www.coursera.org/learn/
elearning/reviews?page=1&star=4”, which clearly
shows that user ratings and our model’s rating predictions

https://www.coursera.org/learn/elearning/reviews?page=1&star=4
https://www.coursera.org/learn/elearning/reviews?page=1&star=4
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Table 6. Selective sample of rating prediction from users’ reviews using sentiment analysis
Review
-id Text-reviews Reviewer

name
Review
date

User
rating course_id Predicted

rating

1. One of the best courses
i studied in Coursera

Baccouche
M S 25-Feb-19 5 machine

-learning 5

2. good SRUTHI P N 4-Jun-20 1 machine
-learning 4

3. A bit boring! Abu M R 15-May-20 4 machine
-learning 2

4. great course onkar p 3-Apr-18 4 machine
-learning 5

5. Excellent...! RAHUL S 16-May-19 5 machine
-learning 5

6. Nice Rupak K p 10-Apr-20 1 python-data 4

7. best course rajyagurusaisri
k 3-May-20 2 python-data 5

8. Good Lectures Himanshu V 12-Sep-20 3 python-data 4
9. Great Course for starting! Mahmud M 23-Jul-18 4 python-data 5
10. very good course actually! Dipu 26-Sep-16 4 python-data 5
11 It’s good learning course Yogesh u 2-Aug-20 4 python-data 4
12 I really loved it. Szabolcs S 12-Mar-20 5 python-data 5

13. Dr. Chuck is amazing.
I’m too dumb to code. Puja G 1-May-20 2 python-data 4

14. Interesting overview. Dorottya B 30-May-18 4 e-learning 4

15 I’d love to learn such
topics in future as well. Manisha o 29-Jul-20 5 e-learning 5

16

Excellent start for passionate
educators ? those who want
to make a difference in
education systems.

By Nida A 1-Jun-20 4 e-learning 5

match; both are equal to 4 stars.
In figure 13, we captured the user comment ”great”

in row 13 of table 6, which can be accessed through the
link https://www.coursera.org/learn/python-data/
reviews?completers=true&sort=helpful&star=2.
This clearly shows the conflict between the user rating
(2 stars) and our model’s rating prediction (4 stars). The
new predicted rating is more reasonable according to the
sentiment analysis of the learner’s comment.

8 Discussion
Table 6 displays a different sample of a new rating predic-
tion made by a proposed model and shows the users’ origi-
nal ratings of the learning resource. Figures 12 and 13 are
real-world samples from the Coursera site to support table6.
The results in table 6 and displayed user ratings and com-
ments in figures 12 and 13 clearly explain that users’ text re-
views gave the recommender system greater efficiency and
accuracy than rating. Additionally, we combined the users’
ratings and reviews to get a filtered matrix factorization, di-
rectly influencng features extracting educational videos and
learners’ preferences, thus improving the recommender sys-
tem. Table 6 contains four cases inwhich the proposedmodel
presented a positive rating prediction over the original user
rating:

• Case 1: The user wrote a positive review but gave a

low rating. A new predicted rating will have a high rate
according to the learner’s opinion in the text comment.
For example, see rows 2, 6, 7 and 13 in table 6.

• Case 2: The user wrote a negative review but gave a
high rating. The new predicted rating will be low ac-
cording to the learner’s opinion in the text comment.
For example, see row 3 in table6.

• Case 3: The user review and rating matched, regardless
if positive or negative. A new predicted rating will be
exactly equal to the original rating. For example, see
rows 1, 5, 11, 12, 14 and 15 in table 6 .

• Case 4: The user wrote a positive or negative review,
and the rating was almost equivalent to the given opin-
ion. The new predicted rating will be slightly different
from the original rating but more expressive about the
user’s opinion because the sentiment analysis of the re-
view takes into account all the information in the text
review. For example, see rows 4, 8, 9, 10 and 16 in
table 6 .

As we can notice in Cases 1 and 2, a big conflict exists be-
tween the original and predicted ratings possibly caused by
different reasons like a wrong rating if the user clicked on
the wrong number. On the other hand, it could happen if
the user was in a hurry to click the rating stars. From the
presented results, we can show the degradation between the
original users’ ratings and the new predicted ratings, espe-
cially in cases 1, 2 and 4, so we measure the distance simi-

https://www.coursera.org/learn/python-data/reviews?completers=true&sort=helpful&star=2
https://www.coursera.org/learn/python-data/reviews?completers=true&sort=helpful&star=2
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Figure 13. captured real sample of learner comment and feedback on
python-data course

larity between the user rating matrix and the predicted rating
matrix. That explains why using user data reviews will help
to build a good learning RSmore than using numerical rating
data. Cosine similarity and TF/DF are used for similarity cal-
culations Pandey [2018]. These calculations are made for all
source datasets, which already contain different text reviews
that vary in text length, size and type of content. In figure
14, we show a similar result for samples from each of the
four cases.

Figure 14. similarity distance between original user rating and predicted
rating in four case of new rating

In contrast, the similarity in the overall dataset was 98%,
which means there is an incompatibility between learners’
ratings and preferences reflected in the text reviews. This
proves the difference can transform what is recommend or
not recommend to the user. In other words, this changes the
behavior of the recommender model.

9 Conclusion
We proposed a hybrid learning recommender system of rat-
ing and text-review data provided by learners in educational

videos. The proposed content-based learning recommender
suggests the most suitable learning videos to learners per
their interests. Our model runs in two parallel lines (input
and output data lines). Each line comprises multiple phases:
The input-line phases are learning data preparation, textual
data preprocessing, and language model building, while the
output-line phases are learners’ historical data preparation,
text-review sentiment analysis and new rating prediction, rat-
ing hybridization, and LFM. The last phase of the two lines
will be used by the CNN model for the recommendation pro-
cess. Using text reviews increased the accuracy of the rec-
ommendation system because this type of data providesmore
details about user interests, which can be employed to devise
a good recommender system that meets user preferences. We
used a hybrid of both types of historical user data (rating and
comment) in the presented model to reduce cold-start prob-
lem effects. We used a real-world dataset to train and test
the proposed model (70% training and 30% testing). This
data came from the Coursera platform. Results showed that
using online user reviews is more accurate than using numer-
ical user ratings, which yields a high-performing recommen-
dation system. For short term future works, we will use a
transformer instead of a CNN. We tried to use a transformer
but faced challenges due to its limitations with text sequenc-
ing, so we will look into how to deal with this.
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